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• John Gardner, The Art of Fiction: Notes on Craft for Young Writers (1983) 
• There is no set of absolute rules that must be followed in writing 

o There are no rules, only technique  
• The mistakes that offend in a would-be work of art are serious slips in reasoning, as when 

some idea or event is introduced that ought to change the outcome but is then forgotten, 
or never recognized for what it is by the writer 

• The center of all great literature is character 
o Drama = character in action 

• Don’t explain the obvious  
• Think out what the fiction means/is trying to mean – complete equations, think out subtle 

implications of what is said 
o Neatness can be carried too far to make the work seem fussy and overwrought 

 But mess is no adequate alternative 
o Think like a mathematician but also sacrifice precision when necessary for a 

greater good  
• A writer must have mastery and authority, which comes from: 

o 1) Sane humaneness 
 The writer’s trustworthiness as a judge of things; stability  

• E.g. The writer must constantly cause the reader to remark (if only 
subconsciously): “Yes, you’re right, that’s how it is.” 

o 2) Absolute trust in aesthetic judgments and instincts 
 This is grounding in two things 

• 1) Sensitivity/ability to perceive the world 
• 2) Knowledge, from writing experience, of what works and what 

doesn’t  
• The writer must read widely and deeply and continue to reassess her writing 

o The writer must know about the things she writes about 
• All great writing is in a sense an imitation of great writing  

o Essentially writers are trying to reproduce the effect that great writing they have 
read has had 

o Whatever his genius, the writer unfamiliar with the highest effects possible is 
doomed to search out lesser effects (so read widely!) 

o No one can hope to write really well if she has not learned how to analyze fiction 
– how to recognize a symbol, make out theme, account for selection and 
organization of fictional details  

• The primary subject of fiction is human emotion, values, and beliefs 
• The writer’s business is to make up convincing human beings and create for them basic 

situations and actions by means of which they come to know themselves and reveal 
themselves to the reader 

• To the great artist anything is possible; invention – the spontaneous generation of new 
rules is central to art 

• Novelty comes from genre-crossing or elevation of familiar materials  
• Do not write to express yourself – this will inevitably come out – you have to write 

simply to write a good story 
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• The writer’s first job is to convince the reader that the events she recounts really 
happened, or persuade the reader that they might have happened (given small changes in 
the laws of the universe) or else engage the reader’s interest in the patent absurdity of the 
lie 

o Verisimilitude is key 
o Argue the reader into acceptance 
o “Would a mother really say that?” “Would a child really think that?” – great 

writing makes readers answer: Yes 
o For example, if a fictional husband and wife are arguing and the wife suddenly 

changes tactics, speaking gently, even lovingly, the reader cannot understand or 
believe the changes unless some clue is provided as to the reason for it  

• The work must have authenticating detail 
• The writer must present moment-by-moment, concrete images drawn from a careful 

observation of how people behave and must connect moments to one another 
• Vivid detail is the lifeblood of fiction 

o DETAIL DETAIL DETAIL 
o Use the detail to prove what you are saying is actually happening  
o Physical detail pulls us into the story – creates a kind of dream, a rich and vivid 

play in the mind 
o Fiction has to be a vivid and continuous dream that appeals to all senses, not just 

the visual 
o Do not give abstract detail, you have to take the reader there 
o Do not insert awkward or forced details 
o Vividness urges that almost every occurrence of phrases like “she noticed” and 

“she saw” be suppressed in favor of direct presentation of the thing seen 
• Make the reader respond to fictional problems as though they are real – with emotions 

they feel from real life 
• Fiction does its work by creating a dream in the readers mind 

o So the dream must be vivid and continuous without breaking it with distractions 
• Do not simply describe things; describe them as seen by the character in a particular 

mood  
• Do not use hackneyed imagery like darkness and decay to represent death – just have an 

honest desire to tell the truth and get the feelings down in concrete detail 
• We must be drawn into the character’s world as if we were born into it 
• The writer must enable us to see and feel vividly what his characters see and feel – 

experience what the characters experience  
• On Styles 

o In the discursive, essayist style: everything is spelled out as specifically as 
possible 

o In the poetic style: practically nothing is explained, everything is evoked 
 There is a continuum between these two styles  

• The characters must stand before us with wonderful clarity such that nothing they do 
strikes us as improbable behavior for just that character 

• The writer must know more about the character than the reader 
• Every element in a work has an effect on every other element 
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• The writer must do more than make up characters and explain and authenticate them – 
the writer must shape his character’s plot and setting (make the world a single coherent 
gesture) 

• The writer must accurately imitate reality 
• Finishing a work – there are two types of endings 

o 1) Resolution – no further event can take place 
o 2) Logical exhaustion – any further event will simply express the same thing 

 Logical exhaustion shows that the characters supposed exercise of free-
will was illusory 

• Events have to be causally related, not just temporally related – because reading a novel 
takes time the novel therefore must be coherent 

• The writer must set up and satisfy plot expectations 
• Plotting must be the first and foremost concern 
• Only give detail when it is efficient and related to something in the plot 
• Failure to recognize that the central character must act, not simply be acted upon, is the 

single most common mistake in the fiction of beginners 
• Have the character bring trouble on himself through the pursuit of a goal, the nobler the 

goal the more interesting the story 
o The reader must be shown, not just told what the motive is 

 Shown by action – proof appearing in the plot 
• Every proof the writer thinks up in support of the story’s larger elements will have its 

own implications and exert its own subtle pressures on the story 
• If someone is introduced to motivate a character, that person has to be a vivid and 

interesting character, otherwise their influence cannot be so powerful 
o If this character disappears then they must be revisited in a meaningful way if 

their influence is to come back 
• The writer must create, stroke by stroke, powerfully convincing characters and settings  

o The writer must more and more clearly define for herself what her overall theme 
is and she must choose and aesthetically justify her genre and style 

• Often our deepest sense of character comes from symbolic association  
• Theme is important, but it is not and never should be confused with message (which 

should not be strived for – this is for fables) 
• The reader should never read a sentence twice just to find out what it says (only because 

they appreciate the sentence) 
• Avoid inappropriate/excessive use of the passive voice – and distracting diction 
• Avoid a lack of sentence variety, sentence focus, and needless explanation 

o Avoid sentences beginning with infinite verb phrases: “Looking up slowly from 
her sewing, Martha…” “Carrying the duck in his left hand, Henry…” 
 These sentences slow down the tempo (so only use them for this purpose) 

• Avoid the high style 
• Study sentences and consciously experiment with them 

o Where variety is lacking, sentences all run to the same length, carry over with the 
same rhythms, and have the same boring structure 

• Continuous explanation, where drama alone would be sufficient is an irritant to the reader 
• The temptation to explain is one that should always be resisted 
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• Avoid telling the reader what the characters are feeling 
• Do not change physic distance by zooming in and out of a character’s head and point-of-

view  
• Clumsy writing, with the above mistakes, distracts the reader 
• Faults of soul – Sentimentality, Frigidity, and Mannerism (arguably the greatest faults of 

all) 
• Sentimentality: The attempt to get some effect without due cause 

o It rings false because it is achieved by cheating or exaggeration  
o It can make mush of the characters, actions, and ideas 
o Once it is dramatically established that a character is worthy of our sympathy and 

love, the storyteller has every right (perhaps even the obligation) to give sharp 
focus to our grief at the misfortunes of that character by means of powerful, 
appropriate rhetoric 
  The result here is true sentiment and not sentimentality  

o The writer has to win the reader over by authenticated and detailed virtues of that 
specific character 

o In great fiction we are moved by what happens; not by the whimpering or bawling 
of the writer’s presentation of what happens 
 We are moved by character, not events; not by the emotions of the person 

who happens to be telling the story 
• Do not substitute fancy rhetoric for character in action 

o The style must work in service of the material – not as an advertisement for the 
writer – as in “hey, look what a great sentence I can create” 

o The characters must never wallow in self pity 
• Frigidity: Whenever the author reveals by some slip or self-regarding intrusion that he is 

less concerned about his characters than he ought to be – less concerned, that is, than any 
decent human being observing the situation would naturally be 

o This occurs when the writer presents serious material, then fails to carry through – 
fails to treat it with the attention and seriousness it deserves 

o It includes: cold-heartedness; inability to recognize the seriousness of things in 
the first place; the writer who turns away from real feeling, or sees only the 
superficialities in a conflict of wills; or knows no more about love/beauty/sorrow 
than a hallmark card 
 It may lead to sentimentality – faking emotion the writer does not honestly 

feel 
o Frigidity includes letting a sentence stand even though you know it’s bad 

• Mannerism: Writing that continually distracts us from the fictional dream by stylistics 
that we cannot help associating, as we read, with the author’s wish to intrude herself, 
prove herself different from all other authors 

o The frigid writer lacks strong feeling; the sentimental writer applies feeling 
indiscriminately; the mannered writer feels more strongly about his own 
personality and ideas than his characters 

o When you work with a sharply defined problem in technique, focusing tightly on 
that problem – you will improve 

o Much of what goes into a real story or novel goes in not because the writer 
desperately wants it there but because she needs it: the scene justifies some later 
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action, shows some basis of motivation or reveals some aspect about a character 
without which the climax will not be credible 

• Fiction is made of structural units not one giant rush 
o Every story is built of a number of such units: a passage of description; a passage 

of dialogue, an action, more description, more dialogue, etc. 
o The good writer treats each of these units individually – developing them one by 

one  
o Infuse the detail you give with the character’s personality 
o Work on a specific detail (describing a house) as if it were simply an exercise 

with all eternity to finish – when the description is perfect (not too long or too 
short in relation to the story) move on to the next unit 

o Techniques are ways of manipulating fictional elements 
• Telling the truth in fiction can mean one of three things 

o 1) Saying what is factually correct (a trivial kind of truth) 
o 2) Saying that, which by virtue of tone and coherence, does not feel like lying 
o 3) Discovering and affirming moral truth about human existence (most important) 

• Art does not imitate reality (i.e. hold the mirror up to nature) but creates a new reality 
• Fictional super realism – to get down reality without the slightest modification by the 

artist – this rejects a climatic plot 
• Vocabulary  

o One of the surest signs of limited taste or intellectual mediocrity is the continual 
use of same polysyllabic or foreign words everyone else uses (e.g. serendipity, 
ubiquitous, genre, milieu, ambiance) 

o If using difficult or obscure words – only do so if you can introduce them 
smoothly and effortlessly, violating neither the authorial tone nor fidelity to 
character – do not use words like trinkets or baubles  

• A symbol cannot stand out too sharply from its matrix or it will distract the reader  
• The reader does not want to seem pushed to one particular opinion or view that is not 

inherent in the fiction but imposed from above 
• A good writer knows jargon words (plumber’s tools, carpenter’s tools, artist materials, 

common household items) 
• The Sentence 

o After the individual word, the writer’s most basic unit of expression is the 
sentence  

o Turning sentences around, trying various combinations of the fundamental 
elements, will prove invaluable in the end 
 It leads to better sentences and teaches certain basic ways of fixing rhythm 

• Point of view 
o When using 3rd person omniscient, do not intrude with moral heavy-handedness – 

it can be a disaster 
o To establish 3rd person omniscient point of view the writer must dip fairly soon 

into various minds, setting up the rules, establishing the expectation that, when he 
likes, he will move from consciousness to consciousness  

• Delay: when the writing is successful, the reader senses that the climax is coming and 
feels a strong urge to skip forward but still cannot tear herself from the paragraph she is 
in 
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o Every element in the lead-in passage should be a relevant distraction that 
heightens the reader’s anticipation and at the same time holds in itself such 
interest – through richness of literal or metaphoric language, through startling 
accuracy of perception, or through deepening thematic and emotional effect of 
significant earlier moments recalled – that the reader is reluctant to dash on 

• DO NOT USE IRRELEVANT DISTRACTION 
• You can leave one character and sequence of events for another not immediately relevant 

to the first but be sure to intersect with it eventually 
o Think of In Cold Blood with cutaways from the Clutter family to Perry and Dick 

(the killers) on their way to the house  
• In serious fiction, the highest kind of suspense involves the Sartian anguish of choice; 

that is, our suspenseful concern is not just what will happen but with the moral 
implications of action  

o Given two possible choices – each based on some approvable goal – we worry, as 
we read, over which choice the character will make, and, given the nature of 
reality, what the results will be  

• Style – nothing leads to fraudulence more swiftly than the conscious pursuit of stylistic 
uniqueness 

• Plotting 
o Ways of plotting include: describing situation in real life; or working backward 

from a climax; or working forward from a situation 
o A causal sequence is the best type of plotting but not necessarily the only kind  

 Story can develop argumentatively (leading the reader point-by-point to a 
conclusion) 

o Picaresque plot – follows some character, often a clever rascal, from level to level 
through society, showing us the foibles and absurdity of each level 

• In a dual story we must be shown why each character believes what he does and why 
each character cannot sympathize with the other 

o Show why they cannot or simply do not want to avoid each other 
o For the climax to be interesting it must come in a way that is both inevitable but 

surprising 
• All fiction is derivative, a fact that the good writer turns to her advantage, making the 

most of the reader’s expectations, twisting old conventions, satisfying expectations in 
unexpected ways 

• A lack of theme is common is bad fiction 
o Simply imitating reality and implying certain values is not enough – the writer has 

to mine deeper and dig out the fundamental meaning of events by organizing the 
imitation of reality around some primary question or theme suggested by the 
character’s concern 

• Theme is not imposed on the story but evoked from within 
• Too much neatness in a novel kills the novel’s fundamental effect 

o Do not tie plot-strings together too nicely – this is un-lifelike  
• Toward the close of a novel, the writer brings back – in the form of characters or 

recollection – images, characters, events and intellectual motifs encountered earlier in th 
story 

• Unexpected connections begin to surface toward the end of a novel 
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o Hidden caused become plain, life becomes organized, the universe reveals itself 
as inexorably moral or orderly 

• This closing orchestration is vital to the novel 
• Exposition – here the writer presents all the reader will need to know about a character or 

situation – the potential that is to be actualized 
o But, for example, it is not enough that we be authorially informed that a character 

is vicious beyond belief – we must see that character slit a baby’s throat  
• All great novels must have moral choice 
• The writer must arrange a set of crises for his hero 
• At the outset, the action should get going and the writer should slip in exposition as he 

can 
o But by the time we reach the peak, just before the climax, there should be no more 

exposition left 
• When a novel’s denouement has been properly set up, it falls like an avalanche, and the 

writer’s chief job is to describe stone-by-stone how it falls 
 
 


